TRAILER SWEEPERS

EXCLUSIVE
FLIPOMATIC HAMPER

REAR DUMP ACTION!

SPECIFICATIONS

- HAMPER — Heavy laminated reinforced vinyl over 3/8" plated tubular framework. Exclusive FLIPOMATIC rear dump or lift out.
- HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT — vertical control permits instant adjustment from operator’s position on the rider/tractor for pavement or lawn sweeping (0-2½ inches). Brushes can be raised when transporting sweeper to and from sweeping area.
- FRONT SHIELD ASSEMBLY — made of solid 12 ga. thick steel.
- UNIVERSAL HITCH — made of 1½" x 3/4" bar steel with long tongue to permit easy attachment/good trailing characteristics—short turning radius behind all riding mowers and garden tractors.
- FRAME — made of two (front and back) U-shaped steel bars 1-3/4" x 3/4" steel.
- WIDE SWIVEL CASTERS — made of tough high-impact polyethylene. Sectional casters swivel under sturdy 16" gauge plated steel tubing frame.
- WHEELS — 10" silicon-aluminum die cast wheels equipped with semi-pneumatic wide tread tires. Built-in grease fittings. Metal pinions for positive geared drive in both wheels.
- OVERALL WIDTH — 46 inches
- NET WEIGHT — 78 pounds
- SHIPPING WEIGHT — 96 pounds
- HAMPER — 14 Bu.
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